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COURSEWORK CHECKLIST

1. Title Page
2. Design Brief analysis
3. Mood board
4. Company/ Character Research
5. Client profile & interview
6. Design Ideas
7. Design Development
8. Final Design
9. Materials Research
10. Processes Research



Materials

 Acrylic
 Wood
 Vinyl 

Processes
 Hand making
 Laser cutting
 Vinyl cutting
 Sublimation printing 
 Laser Etching 

Design Context: The Disney Company wants to launch a new range of lamps. To increase sales of merchandise with children aged 

5- 11. The theme will be based upon Disney, Marvel, Pixar or Lucas Films. They have a set of manufacturing skills available for you 

create your lamps with. To keep cost down they would also like to use a wood composite base and top. The internal light needs to

be either colouring changing LED or super bright white LED and could be a programmed circuit. The panels will need to have an

opaque or translucent effect to allow the light through but to be also diffused. 

Design brief: 

Design and make a themed lamp based on your chosen context. The lamp must use this theme and have a maximum size of 

120 x120mm. The prototype light needs to use a range of processes to manufacture the 4 sides. The prototype must have 

well designed and suitable packaging. The prototype must be very well made to meet Disney’s high standards.

DESIGN BRIEF 
ANALYSIS

Potential Theme ideas
Materials & 

Processes needed

Potential Target 
Market

Potential client

Key requirements 
(non negotiables)



MOODBOARD

Notes

Notes

Notes

Notes

Notes

Notes

Notes

Notes



EXAMPLE
MOODBOARD

The Walt Disney Company is famous for 
its theme parks and films, the logo is 
based on the Cinderella castle

A main character that is popular 
with girls is Minnie Mouse, she 
stands out for her large bow and 
also polka dots 

Throughout the films the plastic toy soliders have 
stood out for the way they walk and each solider has 
its own personality and style depending on its job. I 
really like the parachute as they stand out and 
remind people of being a child

The original character is Mickey 
Mouse who stands out with his 
yellow shoes, white hands and red 
shorts with white dots

The main characters are Buzz and 
Woody, a large contrast in 
character style and toy type along 
with colours 

My favourite character are the Aliens that only 
say the words ‘the claw’ again bright colours 
and facial expressions make them stand out

The films have a wide range of 
characters all based on toys this 
makes it a colourful collection and 
lots of choice 

The main logo uses 3 bright colours of Blue, Yellow 
and Red, this makes it stand out. The font is also 
bold and capitals



Company Research

History of company

Pictures Pictures Pictures

Pictures Pictures Pictures

Information & facts about film / characters



EXAMPLE OF COMPANY RESEARCH

Where did the Walt Disney logo come from? 
The castle is the traditional element in the Walt 
Disney logo. The “Cinderella” castle, with an arcing 
line overhead, is intended to evoke a feeling of 
fantasy, intrigue and desire.

Font of the Walt Disney Logo is linked with the 
Disney brand and is like handwriting 

Minnie mouse? 
Minnie Mouse is a funny animal cartoon 
character created by Walt Disney. She and 
Mickey Mouse were first drawn in 1928. 
Her key features are a polka dot dress in 
pink with white dots and her large bow in 
her hair along with the mouse ears

Walt Disney was born 5th Dec 1901 and died 15th Dec 1966. he is famous for creating 
Mickey Mouse and then cartoons which later became films. His first feature length 
cartoon film was Snow White in 1937. In the 1950s he opened the first Disneyland in 
California and the company now has 12 Parks in 5 countries.   

Disney still make films and owns Pixar famous for toy story films, Disney also own 
Marvel, Star Wars & 20th Century Fox.  



CLIENT PROFILE

Name:

Age:

Job:

Location:

Likes:

Food

Film

Hobbies

Colours

Styles

CLIENT RESEARCH

CLIENT INTERVIEW

Question 1

Answer

Question 2

Answer

Question 3

Answer

Question 4

Answer

Question 5

Answer

Picture

Conclusion

What have you found out / what key information to help look at solving the problem?



CLIENT PROFILE

CLIENT RESEARCH

CLIENT INTERVIEW

Q1) What is your favourite Disney Film & why?

I really like Toy Story, the idea that toys come alive just relates to everybody as I am sure we all 

thought it could happen when we were younger. I also think the characters are really well thought-out 

and there's lots of funny moments throughout the film

Q2) Which characters do you like and why?

I love the aliens, they are really funny in how they move and keep saying ‘the claw’ I think I like the 

aliens as I am a fan of pizza and interested in space I also think they are just cute and funny to watch 

on screen

Q3) Where is your cube light going to go? / Describe the room

I want the light to go in my bedroom, probably on my desk or bedside table. My room is painted a light 

grey but then I have bright turquoise/ bluey features such as my lampshades and bed sheets. The room 

is modern. 

Q4) What colours would you like to see on the cube light / Describe the shade & tone 

I would like it to match my room which is grey and turquoise, I like pastel shades so not too bright and 

vivid. 

. 

Conclusion

I have found out that my client likes Toy Story and her favourite character are the aliens. The light will go in her bedroom and the client likes plain colours especially grey and turquoise. 

My client is: Lauren Rothery, she is 17 years of age, she still goes to Pontefract new 
college. She is studying law as her main focus, hoping to be a lawyer in the future. She 
lives in a house with her mum, dad and her 3 siblings. She like the colour blue and 
natural colours. She would like a light that is based on her favourite film Toy Story. Her 
favourite character are the Aliens. 

Favourites

Music/Band- Harry Styles 

Film / Genre- Toy Story

Character: Aliens

Chocolate Bar- Dairy Milk

Sports – no interest in sports

Colour- Blue

Animal- Tiger

Floral or Stripy or Plain- Plain

Bold colours or Pastel – Pastel



Idea 1

8cm x 8 cm 



Idea 2

8cm x 8 cm 



Idea 3

8cm x 8 cm 



EXAMPLE

Blue base to match Alien Blue –
also Client said she likes Blue to 
match her room

The claw which 
is a main part of 
the film and the 
client said she 
liked it

I have included 
the 3 main 
characters as 
they are eye 
catching and link 
the cube 
together. Also 
they are very 
colourful so 
make it stand out

The Toy Story Logo 
is very bright and 
colourful and I feel 
this needs to go on 
the cube to make it 
easy to identify as a 
Toy Story product 

My clients favourite 
character are the 
aliens so I have 
included them. 
They have great 
expressions so I will 
need to choose an 
image that 
showcases them 
off. 

I have made the lid green so it 
represents the alien, blue body 
green head



My chosen idea is……

I like this idea because….

The main features of this chosen design are…..

IDEA DEVELOPMENT

Original 
Idea

Different 
image

Zoomed 
In

Alternative 
design



My chosen idea is Toy Story with a focus on the Alien Characters

I like this idea because it is bright, eye catching and has a range of images

The main features of this chosen design are the colours green and blue, the aliens and the claw. 

IDEA DEVELOPMENT

Original 
Idea

Different 
image

Zoomed 
In

Alternative 
design

Original 
Idea

Different 
Colours



Notes explaining my idea

FINAL DESIGN DECISIONS
TASKS

• Create your final design

• Write up why you have designed it that way

Each Side

Final design



I have chosen the best images from my development – I want the design to be bold and stand out and think the larger images make this happen. The design includes what my client wanted 

(alien focus) and also choice of colours, I went for the darker green and blue as I think this looks the best 

FINAL DESIGN EXAMPLE

Each Side
Final design



MATERIAL RESEARCH - TIMBERSTASKS - Use your text book (pg17 & pg 23) and the internet to find 

out this information about materials

TIMBERS Definition

Softwood definition

Hardwood definition

Manufactured board definition

SOFTWOOD Description (colour) Properties (Knotty, rots more etc) Used for (examples)

Pine

Larch

Spruce

HARDWOOD Description (colour) Properties (Knotty, rots more etc) Used for (examples)

Oak

Mahogany

Beech

MANUFACTURED
BOARD

Description (colour) Properties (Knotty, rots more etc) Used for (examples)

MDF

Plywood

Chipboard



MATERIAL RESEARCH - PolymersTASKS Use your text book (pg19)) and the internet to

find out this information about materials

POLYMERS Definition

Thermoforming

Thermosetting

THERMOFORMING Abbreviation Properties – description of the material Used for (examples)

PMMA

HDPE

PET

HIPS

PVC

PP 

THERMOSETTING Abbreviation Properties – description of the material Used for (examples)

ER

UF

MF

PF

PR



Research the following processes

Lasercutter

https://technologystudent.com/laser1/laser8.html

Sublimation Printing

https://technologystudent.com/despro_flsh/subprint1.html

Sand Blasting

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abrasive_blasting

Vinyl Cutting

https://technologystudent.com/rmprep09/vinylcut1.html

https://technologystudent.com/laser1/laser8.html
https://technologystudent.com/despro_flsh/subprint1.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abrasive_blasting
https://technologystudent.com/rmprep09/vinylcut1.html


PROCESSES RESEARCH 

LASERCUTTING & LASER ETCHING
Material it works with:
How it works:

SANDBLASTING
Material it works with:
How it works:

VINYL CUTTER
How it works:

SUBLIMATION PRINTING
Material it works with:
How it works:


